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mmm eehh
there's some ..your skin
i can feel the love .. yeah
but i'm cool with that ahh.
i can still ..you tone whispering on the phone
that you lie to her once again
is it enough to ..to had to ..
to have to ..just to another woman .. selfish ohh
i .. and when it does it on me ohh
such ...but if he clear the .. i'll keep my feelings ..

chorus:
i can't stop what is love what is love, what is love
i can't trust anyone with my heart anymore
i can't confuses with my emotions
i won't catch feelings, i won't catch feelings
not anymore, not anymore.

say things for me that will make me believe
that i'm all you got
you tell me is cool but i'm .. a fool
i know what i'm not it's obvious oh.

is it enough to say to said to ..
that ..to had to ..the woman a selfish
love me, and when it does it love me
....
..but ..i'll keep my feelings to hide.

chorus:
i can't stop what is love what is love
i can't trust anyone with my heart anymore
i can't confuses with my emotions
i won't catch feelings, i won't catch feelings
i won't catch feelings not anymore, not anymore.

tell me you're not, tell me you're not, tell me you're not
a beautiful lie
ohh, yeah
..that you tell another, you tell another, you tell another
...
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what is love?
what is love?
what is love?
[2 x chorus:]
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